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NordicNeuroLab AS is a leading supplier of hardware and software for functional MRI studies, used for diagnosis of diseases 
and injuries related to brain function. Our customers include hospitals and research centres worldwide. NordicNeuroLab has 
30 employees based in Bergen and sales offices in the U.S. and South Korea. Our employees have a diverse background from 

different disciplines and we offer excellent academic and career opportunities in a young, dynamic environment. We hold 
ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 certificates with worldwide distribution of our products. 

Open Position for Quality Assurance 

 
Job Description 
 
We at NordicNeuroLab are making an effort and take pride in making high quality, regulatory compliant products 
for the medical market. As our products and services are going into new markets, and our new product 
development efforts are increasing, we search for a quality-minded person to strengthen our quality assurance 
efforts. 
 
The position will be based in Bergen, Norway, and work closely with our development team as well as the full 
organization in following. 
 
Main responsibilities of the position will be: 

 Take responsibility of coordinating product development activities such as planning for product testing, 
validation and verification activities. 

 Coordinate risk management activities throughout the product life cycle. This will involve planning, 
designing and implementing an overall risk management process. 

 Follow up with end users and partners during both test phases and post market activities.  

 Being involved in making strategic plans for new product introduction, communication with regulatory 
bodies etc. when required. 

 Work closely with and serve as a liaison to members of other functional teams throughout the 
organization, being a resource and providing guidance and support as necessary.  

 
The areas of responsibilities will be adjusted to match your competence and skills. The position will be 
challenging and demand you to take upon a large responsibility, but offers a great opportunities for your 
professional and career development.  
 
We encourage both experienced and newly educated to apply. 
 

Wanted Qualifications: 

 Bachelor's or Master’s degree in Biomedical engineering, Computer Science, Product development or 
Business; or related experience in the Quality assurance field; or equivalent combination of education 
and experience.  

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills (English). 

 Autonomous and proactive - able to work independently but also as a team member.   
 Organized and attentiveness to detail. 

 Good computing skills and understanding of software development and ability to do basic programming. 
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 Experience in the health care- and medical device industry would be preferred. Experience with MRI 
modalities is a great advantage. 

 
We offer competitive salary and good insurance and pension coverage.  The office is located in walking distance 
from the city center.  
 
Please send your application with CV to chandana@nordicneurolab.com within 1. November 2015. 
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